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This paper examines the proposition that sleep research and its methodology provides one point of convergence for the very many different avenues of approach to the theory and practice of psychosomatic medicine. The need to find new directions for the study of the relationship between disease process and psychosocial phenomena has recently been emphasized by Crown (1975). He has recently critically examined three ‘popular’ psychosomatic hypotheses. Those of Engel and Schmale who describe a psycho-biological position (called the conservation-withdrawal or giving-in/giving-up syndrome) characterized by the affective state of hopelessness and helplessness which they believe importantly predisposes to certain kinds of illness, e.g. neoplasia (Engel and Schmale, 1972; Schmale and Iker, 1966). That of Sandler (1972) which is a psychoanalytic formulation which includes an aetiological role for early pre-verbal experiences and relies heavily upon unconscious mental processes, and that of Nemiah (1972) and Sifneos (1973), which emphasizes illness as arising as a maladaptive consequence to an acquired or constitutional deficit in the capacity of the individual to use and experience emotion and fantasy (alexithymia). Crown (1975) emphasizes the ‘as if’ quality of many of these concepts, that is to say, they have a large degree of coherent internal structures and thus apparent explanatory value but little heuristic value. He felt that the Engel/Schmale hypothesis was perhaps the most useful from a research point of view.

Others have approached the concept of psychosomatic illness from the direction of their emergence in relation to imposed life crises (Maddison and Viola, 1968; Holmes, 1961; Parkes, 1964; Morrison, Huggins and Barcha, 1968; Fraser, 1974; Bennett, 1970.) This approach has sometimes been combined with an examination of the course and outcome of the illness in relation to psychosocial assets (Berle et al., 1952; Holmes et al., 1961). These have stressed the importance of certain well defined intrapsychic processes and interactions within the environment as crucial intermediaries in the resolution of these crises or their failure as evidenced by the onset of disease. Taken together they emphasize the quality and quantity of stress, the change demanded of the individual within the crisis, the degree of role transition involved and have identified in a formal manner some of the intra-psychic processes involved in adaptations and maladaptations (leading to illness) which follow upon crises.

Another approach to the psychosomatic problem is to take individual illnesses and to ignore hypotheses of a general kind aiming to examine particular aspects of the mind/body relationship; examples of work of this kind is Hirsch’s work with obesity (Glucksman and Hirsch, 1968; Glucksman et al. 1968), Crisp’s with anorexia nervosa (Crisp, 1973) and Weiner’s with peptic ulcer (Weiner et al., 1957). These works assume at least a degree of specificity in the degree of interaction of psychological, social and somatic events in the formation of one syndrome.

Sleep appears to us to have properties of poignant interest in all the approaches to psychosomatics, e.g. the role of slow-wave sleep in anabolic restorative processes and that of REM sleep and dreaming in maintaining systems of focused attention, a general optimistic mood, a sense of self-confidence, in processes of emotional adaptation to the physical and social environment particularly following stress or as part of an individual’s life-style and personality characteristics, are now relatively well accepted as working hypotheses (Hartmann, Backeland and Zwilling, 1972; Hartmann, 1973; Breger, Hunter and Lane, 1971). Its functions could be seen to include the capacity to resist illness or to recover from it. Sleep is highly sensitive in all its aspects to alterations in the biological organism as a whole, both at a psychological and somatic level. It is now a relatively
common experience that altered states of awareness and consciousness such as relaxation, hypnosis and meditation can have a profound effect on the course of conditions generally accepted as being psychosomatic. For example, meditation and hypertension (Patel, 1975), asthma, migraine, ulcerative colitis and hypnosis and relaxation (Meares, 1961). It seems likely that the study of the phenomenology of sleep with the broad range of methodological tools available at the present time in the active and resolving phases of disease may throw light on processes of resolution and recovery. It is generally believed that sleep has amongst its functions an anabolic restorative one, perhaps particularly linked to slow-wave sleep (Hartmann, 1973; Breger et al., 1971; Klein, 1967; Dewan, 1967; Shapiro, 1967; Loewinger, 1969; Oswald, 1970). In our own sleep laboratory we have facilities for examining EEG sleep, movement during sleep and for collecting blood for various metabolic studies during sleep. We have been looking at a small range of conditions which are often accepted as having psychosomatic determinants, anorexia nervosa, obesity, nocturnal scratching (here due to a variety of skin conditions referred by the dermatologists because of the evident psychosocial contributions), migraine and enuresis.

The relation of amount of sleep and the amount of REM and slow-wave sleep to disturbances of weight and nutrition have been previously discussed (Crisp and Stonehill, 1973; Stonehill and Crisp, 1973), and these studies have at least served to throw light on subtle psychosomatic relationships between mood state, appetite, and weight loss and early morning wakening.

Meanwhile, Crisp and Hafner (1974) have been able to show in an enuretic patient that there was a close correlation between the degree of motility and the degree of wetting the bed, and that imposed events such as imipramine or psychotherapy which altered the amount of bed wetting, also strongly changed the nocturnal motility. This study has allowed a hypothesis to be shown up on the relationship between movement, restlessness, and bed wetting which has an obvious bearing on the relationship between the resolution of bed wetting and the use of wired mattresses during the night, the latter presumably altering nocturnal motility.

Nocturnal scratching (Brown and Kalucy, 1975) studies have shown up particularly interesting findings in relation to psychosomatic hypothesis. These patients, like the migrainous ones, are in a highly aroused state of their disease. They were highly aroused during the day-time and at night had greatly reduced slow-wave sleep, scratched throughout all periods of EEG sleep, the scratching often being accompanied by a lightening of sleep or awakening. There was some reduction in total duration of REM.

It is the dreaming, however, which provides a particular point of interest for us today. Three patients were awakened a total of eight times after prolonged periods in REM during the second half of the night. The period was chosen because of the view that people in a state of conflict have longer sleep, more dreams and increased REM density, because the emotionality and primitiveness of dreams is greater during that period, and because REM periods are longer (Hartmann, 1973; Foulkes, 1966, 1962; Foulkes and Vogel, 1965; Verdone, 1968). The three patients were all to a degree alexithymic in character, and our original hope had been that access to emotional and fantasy life denied to us in psychotherapeutic encounters would be made available during dreaming. On only two occasions did patients report dreaming, these occurring in the least alexithymic of the three patients. The most ‘out of touch’ patient was awakened four times and denied being asleep at all on the first occasion and on the other three occasions reported no mental content whatever. The other two patients (who were awakened twice) each reported one dream. The content was in every sense wish-fulfilling, condensed latent and manifest content and had a highly primitive nature. In both cases the dreamer was completely passive, neutral and uninvolved in the emotional content of the dream; they were objective observers. Thus on six occasions no dreams were reported despite intensive questioning and on two very passive dreams. Normally under the conditions of direct questioning one would have expected a reporting rate of between 60 and 90%. The difference between clickers and non-clickers greatly converges if people are awakened directly from REM sleep rather than questioned about dreaming following a night’s sleep.

In summary then, we have a condition of relatively marked diminution of slow-wave sleep and dreaming despite the presence of considerable REM.

Our migraine patients showed about one complete migraine patients showed about complete absence of slow-wave sleep. Only one of them reported that he dreamt at all and this patient said that his migraine came on during the dreaming state in the latter hours of the morning. We have not yet attempted waking our migraine patients during REM because the current research purpose would not allow it but we have found a report by Dalessio (1972) on work by Dexter and Weitzman who woke patients from REM sleep with a migraine attack but no cases were reported of actual dreaming.

These combined observations might suggest that in two populations in the very active phases of their illnesses, with illnesses which have previously been thought of as having, at least in part, psychological and social determinants (and in our clinical studies
this was very evidently the case), and who clinically had features of alexithymia, there are perhaps similarities in the nature of their night’s sleep, that is reduced slow-wave sleep and an absence of dreaming.

This observation is very consistent with Nemiah’s (1972) construction of alexithymia, that is, that there is a block to this kind of experience in this kind of patient, perhaps even of a constitutionally determined neurophysiological kind. These studies are mentioned to show ways in which large psychosomatic hypotheses and the specific study approach to psychosomatic illness can be enriched with sleep methodology.

The absence of dreams does not of course disprove psychodynamic formulations of the genesis of psychosomatic illness. It is possible to propose that the repression and denial is of such an order that in these patients (even under the facilitating conditions of REM sleep awakening) primitive emotions do not reach consciousness either as in a nameless form or as fantasy elaboration or that if they do the patient ego investment in non-recognition is so high that even under the weakened ego observatory conditions of awakening from sleep censorship is so quickly re-established that the patient denies the occurrence of, or feelings associated with, or the content of, a dream. Federn (1953) has postulated that the function of dreaming might be a defence of the mental ego against the death-like experience of sleep, and since in these patients, for example, with nocturnal scratching their level of arousal and bodily experience is very high, dreaming may in fact become unnecessary.

There is little in these patients to relate them to the giving-in/giving-up hypothesis of Engel and Schmale (1972), and indeed the psychosomatic phenomena are not clearly those associated with illnesses traditionally seen as arising in such a context, for example, neoplasia; migraine and scratching are intermittent events perhaps more easily construed as release phenomena than manifestations of a system in a state of withdrawal. Nevertheless, it is interesting that the characteristics of sleep in severe depression are very similar to those reported for the migraine and nocturnal scratching population, that is, reduced slow-wave sleep, high arousal, and frequent awakenings and some reduction in REM. This hypothesis does lend itself to examination in a sleep laboratory. If one accepts that depressive states have a psycho-biological relationship to hopelessness and helplessness as does Engel and others, then to remain with REM there are a number of fascinating and provocative observations to be made concerning dreaming and depression. REM in severe depression is characterized by a total reduction in REM time, a shortened latency, high density, and a rebound associated with spontaneous mood shifts or following ECT (Hartmann, 1973; Mendels and Hawkins, 1968; Kupfer and Heninger, 1972). Treatment, however, for example with tricyclics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors and perhaps ECT leads to an abolition of REM and, presumably, dreaming since mental content in non-REM is more typically that of waking (Foulkes, 1962). It is interesting however, that many clinicians find that their patients report vivid dreams after beginning tricyclics. Thus, there is a seeming paradox of the REM findings in severe depression being interpreted as implying relative REM deprivation and yet dream absence seems to be associated with an improvement in ego experience, judgment and functioning, and in total personality integration in the healing phase with these treatments. If dreams have the kind of important function which we have outlined above, it seems that at times it is possible to imagine that they may not contribute to well-being, and one supposes that it is not impossible that their suggested relative absence in nocturnal scratching and migraine may be part of some larger recuperative form (although the converse seems more likely), that is to say that the continuing state of illness reflects the inability of the system to use dreams constructively for re-programming and coming to grips with worry, stress and depression, since these effects in normal populations are frequently associated with increased REM and longer duration of sleeping (Hartmann, 1973). It is true that increased amounts of REM can be associated with disorganization of ego function and with unpleasant emotions, for example, the increased REM following drug withdrawal and in delirium tremens.

The underlying hypothesis in this thinking is that sleep is a psycho-biological event with a probable range of functions which would intuitively be expected to interact in both the illness and the healing processes (these presumably always co-existing even in the depths of depression and depressive withdrawal reactions). It seems likely that a study of sleep and its processes on as broad a base as possible would contribute to the understanding of specific and focal psychosomatic events, and that such events might help to strengthen, eliminate or modify existing general theories. Similarly, sleep provides an avenue by which the more general hypotheses might increase their heuristic value.

Finally, the life crisis model of Holmes and others (1961) obviously lends itself to dream and REM analysis since by definition it involves a study of those processes which can lead to good or bad outcome following imposed change.
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